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corneal biomechanics and improper corneal contour can lead to corneal ectasia in patients who have had refractive surgery. These high-risk patients are difficult to identify preoperatively. Advances in corneal biomechanics and topographic
analysis of the cornea can improve screening of high-risk patients by measuring changes in corneal shape and thereby allowing for detection of high-risk patients and treatment intervention.In a heartfelt sentiment, actor and comedian Alan
Cumming responded to fans' predictions that he would play the title character in Netflix's "House of Cards," dubbing the critics' ire a reflection of his own fear that he didn't deserve to play the part. Garry Shandling on His Retirement: 'It's

Not a Goodbye' Garry Shandling spoke with "CBS This Morning" co-host Anthony Mason about his retirement, laughter and his favorite film of all time, getting his first Oscar nomination at age 58 for "The Larry Sanders Show," and the one
thing that he will not miss about the daily grind of Hollywood. Garry Shandling on His Retirement: 'It's Not a Goodbye' Garry Shandling spoke with "CBS This Morning" co-host Anthony Mason about his retirement, laughter and his favorite
film of all time, getting his first Oscar nomination at age 58 for "The Larry Sanders Show," and the one thing that he will not miss about the daily grind of Hollywood. Comedian Patton Oswalt had some choice words for his longtime friend

and "Love, Brian" co-star Jon Cryer after the actor and producer sued Oswalt for allegedly sending a series of tweets directed at his wife, including calling her a "fucking asshole." Comedian Patton Oswalt had some choice words for his
longtime friend and "Love, Brian" co-star Jon Cryer after the actor and producer sued Oswalt for allegedly sending a series of tweets directed at his wife, including calling her a "fucking asshole." Frank Langella chatted with David Letterman

about his latest project with the late Richard Burton, the upcoming Broadway revival of "House of Cards," doing "My Big
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